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Important Safety Instructions 
1. When you remove fixture, do not pick up using cord as a faulty electrical connection may result. 
2. Please take a moment to locate and identify all hardware and components. Do not discard package until all parts are identified and fixture 

is installed. 
3. As you unpack, place contents on carpeted/padded area to protect from damage.  
4. To reduce risk of injury, always turn off and allow fixture to cool before replacing light bulb. 
5. Do not touch bulb when fixture is on or look directly at lit bulb. 
6. To avoid risk of fire, do not exceed recommended wattage, and do not position fixture arm such that bulb contacts flammable materials. 

  
 

  
Hardware & Components Assembly  

 
 
 

1. Determine wall type (dry wall, wood, concrete, etc.). If dry wall or wood, 
proceed to next step. If concrete, obtain concrete wall anchors. 

2. Place crossbar (A) on wall and mark on slotted holes where to place 
anchors. If installing on dry wall, screw in dry wall anchors (B) using 
screwdriver. If installing on wood, pre-drill holes for anchor screws (C). 

3. Place crossbar slotted holes over anchors (or pre-drilled holes) and secure 
by screwing in anchor screws until bracket securely attached. 

4. Place fixture backplate over crossbar aligning holes on side of backplate with 
holes on crossbar tabs. 

5. Insert 0.5” flat head screws (D) into holes on side of backplate and screw 
into threaded holes on crossbar tabs until fixture is secure. 

6. Install bulbs, and plug in and flip switch on fixture to check fixture turns on. 
 

        Your installation is complete.  
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Tools Required  

  
screwdriver power drill 
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